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Abstract. Depth cameras enable long term re-identification exploiting
3D information that captures biometric cues such as face and characteristic lengths of the body. In the typical approach, person re-identification is
performed using appearance, thus invalidating any application in which
a person may change dress across subsequent acquisitions. For example,
this is a relevant scenario for home patient monitoring. Unfortunately,
face and skeleton quality is not always enough to grant a correct recognition from depth data. Both features are affected by the pose of the
subject and the distance from the camera. We propose a model to incorporate a robust skeleton representation with a highly discriminative
face feature, weighting samples by their quality. Our method improves
rank-1 accuracy especially on short realistic sequences.

1

Introduction

Advances in 3D scanning technologies make it possible to capture geometric and
visual data of an observed scene and its dynamics across time. The availability of
registered depth and RGB frames across time boosts the potential of automatic
analysis modules that can now easily detect and track people and their body
parts as they move in the scene.
However, the technologies employed in current 3D dynamic scanning devices
limit their field of view at a distance of few meters, with the quality of the sensed
data degrading already at 2 meters distance. As a consequence, the tracking
libraries released with such devices can track the target just if it is visible and
sufficiently close to the sensor: if the moving target becomes too far from the
sensor or it is no more in its field of view, the tracking is not possible. The
ultimate result is that in the case a target observed in the past enters again the
field of view of the camera, it is considered as a new one, loosing any relation
between the two intervals of observation.
To exemplify a possible concrete scenario of application, let us consider the
monitoring of a patient in a domestic environment as can be the case of elderly
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Fig. 1. Examples of skeleton and face mesh (Florence 3D Re-Id dataset): (a) for a
far person (3m), the skeleton is estimated correctly, while the face mesh has very low
quality; (b) for a close person (0.8m), leg joints are wrongly estimated, while the face
mesh is noisy, but has high resolution.

people or persons following a rehabilitation program at home. Suppose we want
to monitor the long-term behaviour of the patient using one or multiple 3D
sensors (like Kinect camera), each of them with a field of view constrained to a
room or part of it. The ultimate goal of such a system could be the extraction of
indices of position, movement, action, and behavior of the patient along days or
weeks. This requires the correct identification of the monitored subject through
subsequent temporal intervals, in which he/she is visible in the field of view
of the cameras. Change in the appearance of the target subject as well as the
presence of multiple persons should be also accounted for.
The task of person re-identification consists in recognizing an individual in
different locations over a set of non-overlapping camera views. Re-identification
from depth images is facilitated by the joint face and body measurement. However, these measurements are far from accurate when using low cost sensors, such
as Kinect. First, face imagery allows a face reconstruction via super-resolution
only if a sufficient amount of views with enough resolution are available. On the
other hand, skeleton is not always correctly estimated. Pose and distance may
affect the accuracy of joints location estimation. Back and profile poses cause
imprecise estimations. Moreover, when a subject is too close to the camera, many
joints are occluded causing an almost total failure in the body feature computation. Figure 1 shows critical situations for both face and skeleton acquisitions.
Our model deals with these issues and allows us to perform re-identification
accurately even if one of the two biometric cues is missing or inaccurately computed.
1.1

Related Work

Re-identification approaches have been developed first using 2D videos. Most
of these 2D solutions rely on appearance-based only techniques, which assume
that individuals do not change their clothing during the observation period [1,

2]. This hypothesis constrains such re-identification methods to be applied under
a limited temporal range.
Recently, the use of biometric features has been considered as viable solution
to overcome such limitations. In particular, there is an increasing interest in
performing person re-identification using 3D data. This idea has been first exploited using 3D soft biometric features. For example, Velardo and Dugelay [3]
used anthropometric data obtained in a strongly supervised scenario, where a
complete cooperation of the user is required to take manual measures of the
body. However, in order to extend the applicability of re-identification systems
to more practical scenarios, they should deal with subjects that do not explicitly
cooperate with the system. This has been made possible thanks to the introduction of low cost 3D cameras capable of acquiring metric data of moving subjects
in a dynamic way.
Several recent works exploited the opportunities given by such devices and
performed person re-identification using soft-biometric cues. In [4], Barbosa et
al. presented a set of 3D soft-biometric cues that are gathered using RGB-D
technology and being insensitive to appearance variations can be used for person
re-identification. These include skeleton-based features (i.e., distances between
joints of the skeleton, ratio between joint distances, and distances between joints
and floor), and surface-based features (i.e., geodesic distances between joints
computed on the reconstructed surface of the subject’s 3D model). The joint use
of these characteristics provides encouraging performances on a benchmark of
79 people that have been captured in different days and with different clothing.
Pala et al. [5] investigated whether the re-identification accuracy of clothing
appearance descriptors can be improved by fusing them with anthropometric
measures extracted from depth data, using RGB-D sensors, in unconstrained
settings.
Baltieri et al. [6] proposed a re-identification framework, which exploits nonarticulated 3D body models to spatially map appearance descriptors (color and
gradient histograms) into the vertices of a regularly sampled 3D body surface.
The matching and the shot integration steps are directly handled in the 3D body
model, reducing the effects of occlusions, partial views or pose changes, which
normally afflict 2D descriptors. A fast and effective model-to-image alignment
is also proposed. It allows operation on common surveillance cameras or image collections. A comprehensive experimental evaluation is presented using the
benchmark suite 3DPeS.
In [7], Munaro et al. proposed a method for creating 3D models of persons
freely moving in front of a consumer depth sensor and show how they can be
used for long-term person re-identification. To overcome the problem of the different poses a person can assume, the information provided by skeletal tracking
algorithms is exploited for warping every point cloud frame to a standard pose
in real time. Then, the warped point clouds are merged together to compose
the model. Re-identification is performed by matching body shapes in terms of
whole point clouds warped to a standard pose with the described method.

1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper, we present a model to gather and organize 3D data acquired by an
RGB-D camera for the purpose of enabling long term re-identification of subjects
observed by the camera. A cumulated observed model is built for each subject, by
retaining representative geometric and visual data of the subject from different
viewpoints. The process of construction of the cumulated observed model is
incremental allowing new observations of the subject to be incorporated in the
model and replace old ones if the new observations are qualitatively better:
in general, the subject distance to the camera and his/her speed of motion
may affect the quality of acquired RGB and depth data. Data retained in the
cumulated observed model are used to feed a 3D reconstruction module that
outputs a 3D face of the subject to be used for re-identification.
To improve the robustness of the method, and its applicability, we also exploit
skeletal features. Skeleton descriptors are also computed incrementally weighting
their contribution according to a reliability measure. We propose a joint model,
fusing both biometric cues that allows us to perform re-identification also in
cases where one of the cues is not reliable.
To evaluate the proposed approach, we collected a dataset in our lab, which
will be publicly released. Our dataset contains natural, unscripted, behavior of
subjects acquired at various distances and poses.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the model used to gather
and organize multiple RGB and depth data coming from different observations
of a subject; Sect. 3 expounds how these data are processed so as to compute
a more accurate representation—compared to the accuracy of a single depth
frame—of the geometry of the face of the subject. Such representation is used to
enable subject re-identification; Sect. 4 and Sect. 5 describe, respectively, how
re-identification using the face geometry and the skeletal features is performed; finally, Sect. 7 reports the results of the evaluation of the proposed re-identification
approach, also in comparison with alternative approaches; conclusions are given
in Sect. 8.

2

Cumulated Observed Model

The setup of the system features a Kinect v2.0 camera mounted on a vertical
pole at approximately 2 meters from the ground, and oriented so as to observe
people entering and moving in a room (see the reference system in Fig. 2). Using
the Kinect SDK, the camera outputs RGB and depth frames as well as the 3D
coordinates and orientation of the skeleton joints, for up to 6 persons. These data
are processed to compute the position and orientation of a generic subject within
the field of view of the camera in terms of radial distance r, the azimuthal angle
α, and the yaw angle β (see Fig. 2). Pitch and roll angles, although provided by
the SDK are presently not considered.
Values of (r, α, β) are discretized so as to represent the position and orientation of a generic subject with respect to the camera by using the the triple (i, j, k)

Fig. 2. The reference system. The subject position is accounted through the distance
r measured along the ray connecting the camera to the subject, and the angles α and
β formed by the ray and the viewing direction of, respectively, the camera and the
subject.

to index one among Nc possible configurations. Given the observation (r, α, β)
representing the position and orientation of a generic subject with respect to the
camera, quantized observed configuration indexes (io , jo , ko ) are computed as:

 io = arg mini |ri − r| , i = {1, . . . , Nr }
jo = arg minj |αj − α| , j = {1, . . . , Nα }
(1)

ko = arg mink |βk − β| , k = {1, . . . , Nβ } .
For a generic observation, a confidence measure is estimated to express the
presence of out of focus artifacts in the RGB data caused by subject motion or
inadequate lighting. In this way, a new observation with quantized configuration
indexes (io , jo , ko ) replaces the previous observation with the same quantized
configuration indexes only if the confidence of the new observation is greater than
the confidence of the previous one. Figure 3 shows an example of the observations
retained after tracking a subject who wandered in front of the camera for some
time.
In addition to this multiview representation of the face, the Cumulative Observation Model (COM) retains a representation of the skeleton of the observed
person. This is achieved by computing an exponential moving average measure
of the distance between some pairs of body joints.
By adopting an exponential weighted moving average measure of the body
parts, the accuracy of the skeleton based representation of the observed person
increases with the duration of the observation. This enables the use of these data
to complement facial data and increase the accuracy of re-identification.
We weigh each skeletal descriptor according to our reliability function:
r(s) =

|JT | 1
||head − headgp ||
+ · (1 − z · v) +
.
|J |
2
Hgeo

(2)

The reliability function r(s) has three terms:
|JT |
|J |

takes into account the reliability of the joint tracking by computing the
ratio of tracked joints j ∈ JT with respect to the whole joint set J ;
– 12 · (1 − z · v) evaluates the body pose, where z is the vector indicating the z
axis in the camera reference and v is the vector perpendicular to the plane
estimated from torso joints;
||head−headgp ||
–
evaluates how erected a subject pose is. Hgeo is the geodesic
Hgeo
height, defined as:

–

Hgeo = ||head − neck|| + ||spine-mid − spine-base|| +
1
(||left-hip − left-knee|| + ||lknee − lankle|| +
2
||rhip − rknee|| + ||rknee − rankle||) ,
where headgp is the projection of the head onto the ground plane. Note that in
computing Hgeo , we average on the leg lengths for improved accuracy. Considering a skeleton descriptor at frame t, st , we compute the cumulated observation
for a sequence of skeletons S as:
X
s∗ =
dα (t) · r(st ) · s ,
(3)
st ∈S


t

where dα (t) = exp τ is an exponential decay term that weights decreasingly
the relevance of descriptors st .

Fig. 3. Example of representative views of a subject retained by the cumulative observation model (Florence 3D Re-Id dataset).

3

Super-resolved Face Model

Observations retained from different viewpoints by the COM are used to build
a 3D model of the face of the subject using a 3D super-resolution approach,
developing on the model proposed in [8].
Each range image retained by the COM is converted into a point cloud, and
information about the acquisition radius, azimuth and yaw angles are used to

roughly align the different point clouds to a common (X, Y, Z) reference system.
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [9] is then used for fine registration
of the point clouds with respect to each other. Once all the point clouds are
registered and aligned to a common reference system, estimation of the face
surface is operated by fitting a mean face model to the data (points of the
clouds). This is performed in two steps: mean face model alignment, and mean
face model warping. The ICP algorithm is used for alignment whereas warping
is accomplished by updating the coordinates of each vertex of the mean face
model based on the spatial distribution of the closest points of the cloud. The
deformable face model proposed in [10] is used as mean face model.
Formally, considering one generic vertex v = (vx , vy , vz ) of the mean face
model, the subset of the point cloud (P C) composed of points within a range ∆
from the vertex is considered:
S(v) = {x ∈ P C| kv − xk < ∆} .

(4)

Each point xi ∈ S(v) is assigned a weight wi accounting for its distance to v.
Eventually, the coordinates of v are updated through the following expression:
P
wi xi
.
(5)
v= P
wi
Figure 4 shows two sample facial point clouds retained by the COM, the
cumulated facial point cloud obtained by registering all the retained point clouds,
the mean face model before and after the warping process.

4

Re-identification based on Face Geometry

Re-identification based on face geometry operates by reconstructing a 3D face
model of each observed person and matching this probe against a gallery set
composed of reconstructed 3D face models of previously observed persons. In
the case a match is found the person is reidentified. Description and matching
of gallery and probe models is obtained according to the approach proposed
in [11] that is based on the extraction and comparison of local features of the
face. First, SIFT keypoints of the face are detected and a subset of them is
retained by applying a hierarchical clustering. In this way, a cluster of keypoints
with similar position and SIFT descriptors is substituted by a “representative
keypoint”, thus reducing the overall number of keypoints. Then, the relational
information between representative keypoints is captured by measuring how the
face geometry changes along the surface path connecting pairs of keypoints.
By sectioning the face through a plane passing from the two keypoints and
orthogonal to the surface a facial curve is extracted. Face similarity is evaluated
by finding correspondences between keypoints of probe and gallery scans, and
matching the facial curves across the inlier pairs of matching keypoints. The
approach revealed good performance across different datasets and also in the
case of partial face matching. This provides the 3D face recognition approach
with the required robustness to manage our scenario.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Construction of the face model using observations from multiple viewpoints.
Two sample facial point clouds retained by the COM (a), the cumulated facial point
cloud obtained by registering all the retained point clouds (b), the mean face model
before (c) and after (d) the warping process.

5

Re-identification based on Body Part Geometry

Considering the fact that arms and legs are often wrongly located by Kinect, we
only rely on features computed from the torso. Indeed, knees and hands have
the lowest recognition rate [12]. We use neck, spine, shoulders and hips, and
specifically we compute the following features using Euclidean distances:
sns = ||neck − spine-mid||,
smb = ||spine-mid − spine-base||
snls = ||neck − lshould||
snrs = ||neck − lshould||
slhb = ||lhip − spine-base||
srhb = ||rhip − spine-base||
smls = ||spine-mid − lshould||
smrs = ||spine-mid − rshould|| .
For a skeleton at time t, St , we define the 8-dimensional descriptor:
mb nls nrs lhb rhb mls mrs
st = [sns
st ] .
t st st st st st st

(6)

Finally, re-identification based on skeletal features is performed by sorting
distances of probe cumulated skeleton descriptor with previously acquired cumulated descriptors of candidates.

6

Joint Face-Body Re-identification

Let us consider a sequence as a set T of ordered tuples tt : hft , st i, where ft is a
face crop from the depth image and st is a set of skeletal joint feature defined in
Sect. 5. Applying the COM to T , we can obtain the cumulated model for face f
and skeleton s. To perform re-identification, let us consider a probe tp := hfp , sp i.
Re-identification is the task of sorting identities I in the gallery G by similarity
with probe tp . We compute a distance for each identity I accumulating distances
of every subsequence in the gallery:
X
Df (I, fp ) =
d(fi , fp ) · rankf (i) ,
(7)
i∈I

and for skeletons
Ds (I, sp ) =

X

d(si , sp ) · ranks (i) ,

(8)

i∈I

where i is a sample of identity I, rankf (i) and ranks (i) are rank of sample i
according to face and skeleton feature distance.
We compute the final identity ranking using:
D(I, sp , tp ) = αDf (I) + (1 − α)Ds (I) ,

(9)

where we set α = 0.6 considering the better performance of face alone (this
value has been determined on a preliminary set of experiments on a small set of
training data).

7

Experimental Results

Re-identification experiments have been performed separately for face and skeleton, and for their fusion. In the following, we first summarize the datasets used,
then report on the obtained results.
7.1

Dataset

We collected “Florence 3D Re-Id”, a novel dataset of people performing natural gestures at varying distances from the sensor. Many previously collected
datasets picture unnatural motions, such as standing still in front of the camera,
or walking in circle. We instruct subjects to move in front of the sensor varying
their distance, in order to capture biometric cues in different conditions. We also
allow and encourage subjects to perform any task they are willing to do, such
as reading their watch, interacting with a smart-phone or answering a call. All
these actions are performed without any time line or choreography. Figure 1
shows two sample frames from our dataset, highlighting challenging situations
that can happen in the case either the quality of the acquisition for skeleton or
face data are low. So, our dataset includes strong variations in terms of distance
from the sensor, pose, and occlusions.

We record three separate sequences for each of the 16 subjects included in the
dataset. The first two sequences contain different behaviors performed standing.
The third sequence of each subject pictures a sit-down and stand-up sequence in
order to analyze the criticality of skeletal representation for non-standing poses.
In particular, in this latter case, the joints estimation provided by the Kinect
camera is more critical due to self-occlusions. Potentially, more stable solutions
for occluded joints estimation could be used [13]. We collect depth frames at
a 512 × 424 resolution (Kinect 2 standard), and the skeleton estimation with
joint state (tracked/estimated). We also collect, but do not use in this work,
face landmarks and the 3D face model fitted by the Microsoft SDK.1
The dataset is comprised of 39315 frames. Skeletons are acquired in 17982
frames, while faces are captured at a distance suitable for reconstruction (0.5 ∼
1.5m) in 2471 frames.
7.2

Face Re-identification Results

In this experiment, we performed re-identification by using the models of the
face reconstructed using full sequences and subsequences with 300, 200, and 100
frames, respectively. In this way, we can evaluate the behavior of our model on
sequences with different number of frames, and observe how this impacts on the
selection of “good” frames for reconstruction. This behavior can be visually appreciated in Fig. 5, where some reconstruction examples using the full sequence,
and sequences with 300, 200 and 100 frames are reported. It can be noted, there
is quite a large variability in the quality of the reconstructed models in the case
only part of the sequence is used, and in general the perceived visual quality
improves with the number of frames.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Models reconstructed for one subject using: (a) full sequence; (b) 300 frames;
(c) 200 frames; (d) 100 frames.
1

The Florence 3D Re-Id dataset is released for public use at the following link
http://www.micc.unifi.it/....

For comparing reconstructed face models, the face description and matching
approach proposed in [11] has been used. Results are reported in Table 1. Quite
evidently it emerges the performance drop in using full and partial sequences.
Table 1. Re-identification true acceptance rate (TAR) using face models reconstructed
on sequences with different number of frames.
#probes TAR

7.3

Full sequences

32

93.8%

sub-sequences 300 frames

75

65.3%

sub-sequences 200 frames

87

56.3%

sub-sequences 100 frames

106

56.6%

Body Re-identification Results

We run a set of experiments to evaluate our cumulated model and our set of
features for re-identification. We vary the timeframe over which recognition is
performed. We show in Table 2 the difference between the weighted and unweighted model. The use of Eq. (2) to weight skeleton features allows better
recognition rate. Clearly, the larger the set of skeletons influencing the final descriptor the better the recognition. On full sequences, weighting skeleton quality
allows an improvement of 7% in recognition accuracy, which is much more than
for shorter sequences. This is motivated by the fact that in longer sequences there
is a higher chance of finding highly unreliable skeletons, which if unweighted will
drastically worsen the performance.
Table 2. Rank-1 recognition rate varying timeframe constant τ , using Eq. (2)
(weighted) or not (unweighted).
Sequence length weighted unweighted

7.4

Full sequence

41.7

34.7

sub-sequences 300

31.3

30.2

sub-sequences 200

31.0

30.1

sub-sequences 100

28.7

27.9

Evaluation of the Fusion between Face and Body

Finally, we report the CMC curves on sub-sequences of different length evaluating our fused model exploiting skeleton and face re-identification jointly. In
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Fig. 6, we report CMC for different subsequence length. In the ideal case of full
sequences, the use of skeleton does not add much to the almost perfect recognition we obtain from super-resolved faces, with a rank-1 recognition rate of 93.8%.
In more realistic scenarios, when less frames are available, it can be seen that
the fusion of the two features is extremely valuable. Indeed, faces have always a
better rank-1 recognition rate, but the fusion model scores always higher than
face and skeleton alone, raising rank-1 accuracy too.
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Fig. 6. CMC for fusion model on 100, 200, 300 and full sequences. The fusion model
helps especially on short sub-sequences.
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Conclusions

We presented a method for re-identification from 3D sensors. We show how superresolved faces, with a cumulated observed model can be used to recognize people
very effectively. We also present an analogous strategy to cumulate observations
of skeletons. Recognition using skeletal data is less effective, although is more
applicable at a distance. Finally, our fusion model outperforms both single cue
methods on short realistic sequences.
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